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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

The role of principals is increasingly recognised as important in school health promotion. There is a significant body of literature regarding school health promotion and its benefits for learners and the school community, but little is known about the role of principals. Using Senge’s theory of learning organisations as a framework, this study qualitatively sought to understand the roles of principals in promoting healthy school environments. The study used a combination of semi-structured individual interviews and focus groups to gather data from six school management team members; seven teachers; and three school governing body members from a high school in Fezile Dabi District of the Free State. Individual interview data was obtained and focus group discussions were conducted to confirm the findings. The data gathered was analysed using a combination of inductive classification and theory analysis. The study’s main findings demonstrate that principals should (i) provide leadership in health promotion activities within their schools and in collaborations and partnerships with the external community and (ii) have personal mastery, vision, knowledge and thinking skills to be able to play their role effectively. Furthermore, it was found that all five principles of the theory of learning organisation can be used to understand the role of principals in school health promotion. Based on these findings it is recommended that a learning culture be created in schools. The findings of this research suggest implications regarding both the practice of providing leadership in school health promotion and practices in the preparation of principals and teachers for the task of School Health Promotion.
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\textbf{INTRODUCTION}

Principals are mandated to play a role in school health promotion. For instance, the Policy on the South African Standard for Principalship clearly outlines the general roles and responsibilities of school principals which is about the creation of a safe and secure school environment.\textsuperscript{1} Moreover, school principals have a responsibility to ensure that the school, human and other resources are organised and managed in a way that would provide a safe, effective and invigorating environment.\textsuperscript{2} Although the implementation of the Integrated School Health Promotion (ISHP) is the prerogative of the school-based support team, all activities must be conducted under the supervision of the school principal.\textsuperscript{3} Thus, principals according to the ISHP are assigned the responsibility

\textsuperscript{2} Department of Basic Education, \textit{South African Standards for Principalship}.
of providing guidance on the performance of tasks and mobilising the community to ensure that all components of the integrated school health package are provided. To that end, the two policies mentioned here place school principals in South Africa at the forefront regarding school health promotion.

This research underscores the importance of school leadership in creating a conducive learning environment that enhances academic performance. The researchers recognise that the act of leadership is not static and that it responds to various learning environments. In that regard, Senge’s theory of learning organisations is used as a sense-making tool. A learning organisation is one that facilitates the learning of all its members and continuously transforms itself to meet its strategic objectives. The aim is to present a theoretical perspective that improves the understanding of the role of school management in school health promotion. Literature advocating the practice of the learning organisation concept in school management has begun to accumulate. However, empirical studies on how the principles of learning organisations can be linked to the roles of principals in school health promotion to better understand them are relatively limited.

This study intends to answer the following question: How can the role of principals in school health promotion be understood through the lens of learning organisations? The objective of this research is to analyze the role of school managers in school health promotion in the light of learning organisations in a public high school in the Free State province of South Africa. Although there are differences in how learning organisations are defined, there is agreement among researchers that organisations will be better off if they become places where learning is fundamental. A common belief is that people and organisations should develop flexibility, adaptability and learning ability to deal with problem situations and changing environments.

This paper is organised as follows: following the introduction, a literature review with theoretical and empirical studies that focus on leadership roles in school health promotion and a theoretical framework are presented. The third part introduces the background information on research and methodology. After analysis and findings of the study, the authors provide discussions and implications. Finally, this paper concludes with key points, recommendations, future research directions and limitations.

LITERATURE REVIEW
School health promotion is about reform, innovation, and change. According to Hoberg, as gatekeepers, principals must accept and support school reforms in their leadership roles. DuFour and Marzano emphasise the necessity for school reform to solve school challenges that schools are faced with. School reform occurs by “developing a results-oriented process and plan committed to building the collective capacity of staff to fulfil the purpose and priorities of their school.” Morrison, Brown Thompson, and Glazier add that “school reform further helps the organisation to form a workable future and the capability to shape the environment and move towards a productive future for the organisation.” Hence, it is about making structural changes that are meant to improve the quality of education. It is believed in this research that structural changes rarely predict outcomes, but they are essential for initiatives to take root and develop. For such initiatives to be effective, principals need to assume the role of being change agents.

Bush views school leadership as “administrators in charge of the daily operations and activities of a school, from instructional leadership, transformational leadership to managerial operation.” School leadership “involves a process of influence” which is exerted intentionally by one person, or many people, over others to structure the activities and relationships in the school. The term intentional is significant, as “school leadership is based on specific goals or outcomes to which the process of influence is expected to lead.” Eyal and Roth indicate that “principals can exert idealised influence by acting according to the school’s values and
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serving as models to be emulated.” 12 Mahlangu assert that “leadership is about providing direction, assuring alignment, building a commitment in teachers, and facing adaptive challenges.” 13 All these definitions indicate that school leaders must have a vision, bring transformation and be innovative to attain positive outcomes at school.

A leadership role is one where a leader is responsible for managing a situation, a team, or an entire organisation ethically and effectively. According to Rigby, “it is critical that school principals skillfully manage their roles as school leaders in order to establish role competence.” 14 Handford and Leithwood define competence as both “functional and mutual”. This definition indicates that competence is more than managing school resources properly; “it also entails problem-solving, maintaining the school vision, and modelling professional behaviour.” 15 The school vision must be shared. The principals play a leading role in developing a shared vision.” 16 Celik et al. define a shared vision as “a clear mental view and often a goal that a person wants to achieve which is important for bringing people together and fostering a commitment to a shared future.” 17 Bockelmann believes that a “shared vision seeks to establish consistency in all affected areas, such as the curriculum and teaching, professional development, communication with stakeholders, resourcing, and learner agency.” 18

The same can be said about consistency in the promotion of healthy physical environments. Research conducted by McIsaac et al. found that schools that were motivated by vision and school health promotion support, showed enhanced health promotion functioning. 19 Scholars suggest developing a vision for a change of a situation 20 and a sense of the desired future workings and outcomes of an organisation. 21

Based on the development of a vision for change, the principal becomes a change agent. Change agents are the “individuals who transform organisations through special approaches, attending to internal processes and culture, and examining different change options.” 22 Principals as change agents must understand how a shared vision is developed and implemented. Their interaction and communication with stakeholders will provide regular feedback about project goals and logic, and leaders and stakeholders “establish a shared language and shared imagination of the future.” 23 In this way, stakeholders are empowered to effect and own the change project rather than sign on to it. Engaging stakeholders in a shared vision is important, and this process can be started anytime in the life of a change project.

In addition, principals as leaders are responsible for building and sustaining high motivation to successfully change and coordinate processes and activities and encouraging them to sustain new practices and activities. 24 Khan and Law believe that “Developmental principals promote teachers’ intrinsic motivation to act
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beyond their job description by elevating their self-esteem and self-value.”\textsuperscript{25} According to Eyal and Roth “motivation can be about providing intellectual stimulation by soliciting creative thinking, challenging teachers and stimulating them to question, reframe problems and approach old situations in innovative ways.”\textsuperscript{26} Motivation is all about how engaged employees feel in the cycle to the organisation’s goals and how empowered they feel.\textsuperscript{27} Teachers are motivated when they are given individualised consideration by attending to their individual needs and differences and helping them to work towards higher levels of potential.\textsuperscript{28} Principals need to provide support, especially to teachers leading health committees, as open and honest communication is the foundation of a successful team.\textsuperscript{29} This is true because it helps to build the interpersonal skills necessary for effective support and teamwork. Cosner et al., posit that “sharing ideas, points of view, information and expertise helps to keep everyone informed and, in the loop,”\textsuperscript{30} Varrati and Smith also assert that “teachers view principals as key figures for support and guidance.”\textsuperscript{31} Principals could also take an active role in “improving their support systems through mentoring programmes.”\textsuperscript{32} The provision of support can be associated with caring leadership. Caring lies at the heart of the effective enhancement of healthy school environments and good school leadership. This is evidenced by health policies, wherein “principals are indirectly obliged to act ethically and morally.”\textsuperscript{33}

Another role of school leaders is to strengthen relationships between internal and external stakeholders and solidify commitment to work together.\textsuperscript{34} According to Barlow et al., “it is the school manager’s responsibility to initiate and give guidance on actions to warrant the participation of the school community in school health programmes.”\textsuperscript{35} Collaboration and school health promotion relate because they are both internationally recognised and connect health and education in a planned, “integrated and holistic way and has the potential to support improvements in both health and education.”\textsuperscript{36} Collaboration and societal relationship are defined as that which “comes into being when individuals bind themselves together for the purpose of fulfilling a special need or to realise a shared or a communal interest.”\textsuperscript{37} The recognition of a need for collaboration with school communities provides a foundation for the investigation of skills and qualities that school leaders need to acquire to steer their teams. School leaders who are role-competent engage in formal and informal school observations and are knowledgeable about the activities occurring around the school.\textsuperscript{38}

METHODOLOGY

A qualitative method was used in this study. In qualitative research, participants are allowed to describe their lived experiences of a phenomenon. In this study, in the focus group discussions and semi-structured individual interviews, participants aired their views on their understanding of the role of principals in school health promotion. Qualitative research is suitable for developing deep issues of making voices heard.\textsuperscript{39} This study used a single case study as a strategy of inquiry. This study aligns itself with Stakes’ approach which is underpinned by a strong motivation for discovering meaning and understanding experiences in context.\textsuperscript{40} The purpose of using a case study was to get as much as possible in-depth details about the role of principals in promoting healthy environments.
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A purposive sampling method was used. The selection criteria was based on high enrolment, which is 1,000 learners in a school. The assumption is that schools with high enrolment would have low academic performance because of challenges in running the school and struggles to sustain or focus on the promotion of healthy physical environments. The selection of participants was informed by the organisational development theory which emphasises the inclusion of representatives from different stakeholder groups. The participants were selected from three groups made of school management team members (n=6), teachers (n=7) and school governing body members (n=3). A total of sixteen (16) participants from a high school in Fezile Dabi district of the Free State participated in this research. Although each group might have different perspectives about the role of the principal, the sample is geographically homogeneous in that it was drawn from the same school. The aim was to discuss their perceptions in depth without focusing on variations.

Multiple sources were used to collect data to get an understanding of the topic under investigation. The data was collected using a combination of focus group discussions and individual interviews to enhance data richness. As the combination of individual interviews and focus groups was for confirmation, the data obtained by one of the methods was anticipated to corroborate those acquired with the other.

The researchers first obtained individual interview data and then carried out focus group discussions to confirm the findings as suggested by Plack, and concerning the relative weight of each data set, both had equal value. A semi-structured interview guide was developed for use with both focus groups and individual interviews. There were three groups and these were school governing body members (n=3); teachers (n=7) and school management team members (n=6). All interviews were tape-recorded with participants’ permission and transcribed verbatim.

Although during the data analysis phase, the researchers were tempted to use the different principles of the theory of learning organisations, they did not always work. The researchers then decided to make use of inductive analysis as a key strategy. Data was analysed using a combination of an inductive classification and the theory of learning organisation framework analysis. Ethics approval was obtained from the university and hospital ethics review boards.

RESULTS /FINDINGS

In the results section below, school management team members are denoted SMT and teachers T and school governing body members as SGB. The three themes that derived from the data were leadership in school health promotion; leadership in collaborations and partnerships; and managerial role.

Leadership in School Health Promotion

The first theme on leadership in SHP entails three roles. The first is about the establishment of functional structures that focus on SHP. The second pertains to inspiring and motivating teams to work towards a shared vision, and the third is about being supportive. Participants indicated the following:

- It is the role of the principal to establish functional structures that help to promote a healthy school. This would ensure effectiveness in the implementation of initiatives (SMT 2). The principal and teachers who are members of health teams should be passionate about their own health and the health of others. Leaders should be committed to the task of executing SHP (T6).

Engaging staff who are as committed and passionate about students’ health and wellness as them, was a critical facilitator of the school health team’s success in this study. This means that principals should believe in the establishment of a functional structure with efficient management and control. It is, therefore, important that principals are aware of the expertise and interests of their staff members so that they do not establish committees that are doomed to fail. Additionally, it is necessary to have an existing cooperation structure and to be able to count on coordination within the team. A committee involves teachers and teacher leaders to collectively promote healthy school physical environments. Committees create opportunities for teamwork and team learning where teachers learn from each other and work collaboratively towards a common goal. Team learning implies the continual enhancement of collective capacities and the improvement of team effectiveness. In teams, there is a team leader who must give guidance and direction on how strategies have to be implemented. In this research, the participants regard the principal as a team leader. In innovations such as
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school health promotion, the principal and teachers become change agents. A change agent is anyone who has the skill and power to stimulate, facilitate and coordinate the change effort.  

Participants mentioned inspirational leadership as an important factor for health and wellness committees to thrive and for schools to benefit from such initiatives. Principals were considered inspiring if they were actively involved in the activities and had clarity of the goals of health promotion initiatives and projected a shared vision and ownership for achieving the goals. Participants indicated the following:

- **Strong leaders inspire others to rally around what must be done. Teachers get motivated and strive to do their best if the principal clearly articulates personal vision and values (T2).**

The ability to persuade and motivate teachers so the vision becomes shared is important (SMT1). Having the courage to tackle issues relating to their committees depends on the interactions between them and principals (SMT5).

The results indicate that school health promotion cannot be the sole responsibility of the principal. Its effectiveness depends on how inspired and motivated the whole school is to work towards shared goals. Such insights reveal that there is an inevitable shift away from leadership as a position to leadership as an interaction. Inspiring others involves effective communication which can instil confidence to succeed. By inspiring and motivating teachers to take responsibility for health promotion, the principal is also delegating leadership. Harris maintains that principals need to relinquish power and authority. In that way, there is collaborative ownership of the health programmes and their implementation.  

Moreover, principals need to build a high degree of reciprocal trust to successfully motivate teachers who lead committees to be strong leaders. In this case, there is available evidence that highlights the potential of distributed leadership to make a difference in organisational change and improvement; the same can be expected in school health promotion.

The understanding of the participants was that principals were in a position that enabled them to be interpreters of policies. They influence the way policy is interpreted and translated into action. The committee members depend on the principals’ understanding of the contents of the policy.  

- **Each committee must have a policy and a year plan that is implemented (SMT4); school-based policies are developed from national policies. The principals have to lead in the development of policies. This activity calls for knowledge and understanding of policies. The principal works closely with the school-based support team and the environment committee to promote the importance of school health promotion (SMT5).**

The results highlight the responsibility of principals in translating the policy text into actions in schools. This means that principals must possess knowledge and understanding to be able to provide theoretical insights about the policies for committees to make informed decisions when implementing policies.

The supportive role entails supporting the committees, teachers and initiatives that are meant to promote a healthy environment. The principal must support, encourage and recognise committee members’ efforts and cooperation. Participants indicated the following:

- **The principal has to appreciate whatever good gesture made by teachers to motivate and encourage them to do more, recognise the teachers’ efforts and their cooperation in activities (SMT3); support them to perform to their potential (T4); support teachers’ ideas for them to trust him more (SMT6).**

The results speak to the nurturing of structures for school health promotion. In supporting committees and individual teachers that are part of them, the principal is also championing the vision of a healthy school environment. Literature indicates that a leader must stay close to the team when cascading the vision as they are responsible for assessing the impact of the cascading process. Support from the principal encourages members and makes them work harder to meet the required standards in school health promotion. Provision of support may be associated with caring leadership, as teachers are not left to struggle on their own but are supported by the principal. This research also highlighted an important element of support – that of interaction. That would mean that for principals to support teachers in their endeavours, they have to communicate with them to understand their support needs. The last role is about being a transformational leader:

- **It starts with me, I have to be a leader who focuses on change (SMT1). A good leader transforms the school, and teachers and learners will follow suit, be exemplary, and guide us (SMT6). We look up to the principal if s/he is not passionate about what needs to be done, teachers regard that as not important**
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and health promotion will not be effective (T3). A good communicator, problem solver and role model in order to transform the school into a healthy one (SGB2).

The results indicate that transformation comes from a focus on change processes, being a role model, being passionate and being a good communicator. A principal who applies transformational leadership may provide an opportunity for their staff to achieve more and grow the school to a new level. A school principal must model the behaviour that they want to see in others. A role model is an individual who displays certain behaviours or has achieved a certain level of success that other people look up to and wish to imitate. These are leaders who concentrate all their efforts on developing their personal and professional skills and capabilities.

Leadership in Collaborations and Partnerships
The second finding is that the principal should provide leadership in collaborations and partnerships. This is a whole-school approach that involves members of the school community. It was revealed that:

Collaborations are important for health promotion to reinforce the efforts of health promotion in schools. The principal should strengthen collaborations with the community and build sustainable relationships (T1).

Several studies support the importance of principal leadership in collaborations for health promotion. This finding is confirmed by Kwatubana et al., who reported that grant support to forge strong partnerships between home and school is an important facet of effective health promotion. It is important to build partnerships with community members, especially in schools in disadvantaged communities where resources are scarce. A study by McIsaac et al. showed that although school characteristics – like staff allocation, physical location and resources – are important, these barriers can be mitigated by building organisational capacity and establishing a supportive school community culture. The leadership actions of principals must always be considered in relation to their social context. A strong leadership in collaborations with the community is good for capacity building:

Involving community members is important as teachers can learn and gain an understanding of health promotion (SMT4). People who are knowledgeable about health issues and how to deal with them are in communities (T5). Teachers can learn from health advocates in communities (SGB3).

It is important to note that strengthening collaborations between schools and communities may provide much-needed support in terms of knowledge and understanding of health promotion in a school. A study by McIsaac et al. revealed that sustaining the positive effects of a health-promoting school would require continuous engagement and collaboration with multiple stakeholders to embed health promotion in school community norms.

Managerial Role
The third finding involves the principal’s managerial role. The managerial role was indicated as including planning, guiding and monitoring. In relation to planning participants revealed the following:

Plans are developed at the beginning of each year. Each activity has a due date and a responsible teacher. Plans included what to do, when and why (T4). Planning is one of the implementation phases of school health initiatives. In the absence of planning, implementation can be haphazard and uncoordinated, which can result in ineffectiveness in the application (SMT2).

Plans and the goals on which they are based give purpose and direction to the school and staff members. It becomes particularly important in school health promotion as the kinds of tasks the school community will be performing throughout the year will be outlined. The implementers will be clear on how the activities are
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related to the overall goals of the school. Planning is important for the principal as a prerequisite to other leadership functions as it becomes the basis for monitoring and evaluating actual performance.50

The principal should also provide resources that are necessary to meet the target goal. Activities become successful if all the resources are available, as objectives can be met.

*Resources are important for the success of health promotion activities (SGB1). Lack of resources has a negative impact on the effectiveness of initiatives. The provision of resources is a managerial role. Resource provision includes making decisions on hiring people to help with certain tasks (T5); physical and financial resources like equipment have to be provided (SGB2).*

School principals need to attend to the provision of resources as it has an impact on the sustainability of health programmes. A study conducted by Estrada et al. showed that a lack of resources impedes the implementation of school health programmes and activities.51 In guiding, participants mentioned encouragement of reflective practices in empowering teachers.

*Reflecting on activities of the year or a semester can empower teachers, enabling us to think about the successes and failures of our actions (T3). We could just focus on one or two specific issues at a time and analyse these based on our experiences (T6). Empowerment through reflective practices can sharpen teachers’ skills, and improve and develop confidence in teachers (SMT3).*

Reflective practices seem to be an important tool in empowering teachers. It can provide an opportunity to generate knowledge which will affirm good practice. Committees may be able to take corrective action based on the newly gained insight which may lead to increased excellence in health promotion practice. The approach may also lead to the necessary unlearning of previous beliefs and the changing of negative attitudes and mental models. Reflective processes according to Fullan, are linked to constant learning that allows the attitudes, values and beliefs of an institution to change.52

*Principal must focus on the empowerment of teachers through professional development. Professional development refers to the workshops that were provided by the Department of Education and the sharing of information. Empowerment through professional development is at the individual and organisational levels.*

*Teachers should attend workshops to gain knowledge and understanding of SHP (SGB1). The principal must support the attendance of workshops and teachers who attend (SMT4). As teachers who attend workshops give feedback to the rest of the staff members, information is shared (T1). Sessions for information sharing are facilitated at the school level. The feedback sessions are important, this is where we learn about new developments (T2).*

Empowerment of teachers is part of a plan to see their vision turn into reality. Good managers know how to develop and empower subordinates. A study by Young et al. indicated that the level and quality of the preparation of teachers to implement health promotion policies were central to school health promotion.53

Concerning monitoring, it is the principal’s role to monitor the implementation of all activities.

*The principal should monitor and evaluate if activities are done according to the policy and plan of action (SGB1). The principal monitors the execution of tasks and committees’ schedules (SMT2); a monitoring system has to be developed to make it easy for the principal to monitor the implementation of decisions (T5).*

Monitoring is associated with reflective processes as the principal would continuously reflect on the plans, policies and decisions taken by the school. Monitoring programmes strengthen reflective practice and enable the principal to remove themselves from the proximity of being directly involved in the decision or action and to put their actions into a context that provides a fuller appreciation of all the circumstances that led to that decision or action.54 Thus, principals should develop monitoring processes, strategies and structures that allow

school improvement processes. Without monitoring and reflection on decision-making and implementation, strong and effective schools cannot be realised.

DISCUSSION
This research aimed to understand the role of principals in school health promotion using Senge’s theory of learning organisation as a lens. This was investigated from the perspectives of school managers, teachers and parent components of the school governing body. The findings of this research revealed that all five principles of the theory of learning organisation such as personal mastery, systems thinking, shared vision, team learning, and mental models can be used to understand the role of principals in school health promotion. The leadership role of setting up functional structures that champion the cause for the implementation of school health promotion is associated with personal mastery. It can be argued that self-leadership can be regarded as one of the important roles that principals have to play in school health promotion. Personal attributes such as commitment and passion become imperative. The principal must assume the role of being an inspirational leader whose actions can be observed by those around them who can be motivated to emulate their behaviour.

It is believed that how leadership tasks are enacted may be the most important when it comes to influencing what teachers do. There is also a well-established consensus on the vital role of principals, both as active participants in making health promotion changes in schools and their role in ensuring its sustainability. Principals should be abreast with the implementation of programmes and health behaviour and attitude. These findings imply that for principals to play their role effectively they must first master themselves. Self-mastery and Self-leadership can be considered the same as they both require self-awareness, self-management and self-learning. In addition, this study revealed that support, encouragement and recognition of committee members’ efforts is important. Providing support and the ability to see what good others do may be related to caring leadership which is a core value in education. Values are fundamental in personal mastery. Leaders who practice personal mastery are guided by, and driven to act out of, a clear set of values. Caring is reciprocal, leaders who care will also be cared for and listened to. The authors agree with Kouzes and Posner who believe that leadership is, above all, a relationship that is values-based. The implication is that mastery of leadership requires the mastery of skills central to developing and maintaining positive relationships with others.

The role of leadership involves a clearly articulated personal vision and a shared vision. Thus, it is about vision building and sharing. Leaders with personal mastery can model what they truly desire based on their vision for the school. People who have high personal mastery regard a vision as a calling, and behind their objectives is a sense of purpose. A study by McIsaac et al. revealed that higher-level visioning and school-level leadership were critical in sustaining the adoption and implementation of school health promotion across schools and appeared to enable and integrate organisational processes – such as distributed leadership and collaborative school culture – to enhance school health promotion implementation at school level. This role also pertains to delegated leadership as setting up teams and actively coordinating professionals and community members help in setting the ground for delegated leadership. Delegated leadership is one of the models that promote innovation. With regards to schools in South Africa, Williams suggests that distributed leadership within schools can be actualized if the combined knowledge, expertise and experience of various role-players and stakeholders are harnessed collaboratively. In that case, the principal as a leader has to concentrate their efforts on developing the leadership capability and capacity of others, both in their school and in communities where the schools reside.

Leadership role in school health promotion is associated with team learning and teamwork. In team learning, individual knowledge is important if it can be shared. Personal knowledge and skills such as problem-solving, and communication among others were considered as important as teams rely on them regarding policy interpretation and implementation. Teachers in this research were hoping to learn from the principal, this could mean that they expect them to be knowledgeable about policies and how to interpret them. For shifts in collective
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knowledge to occur, team members must interact and integrate individually held information into the team’s collective knowledge state.\textsuperscript{61} Sharing of ideas is the cornerstone of team learning. However, team members must be willing to learn and share information. The team learning process occurs when teachers share ideas, learn together and work together to implement health programmes. The research also revealed that setting up structures in the form of health committees provides an opportunity for teamwork and team learning. For a team to learn knowledge transfer must occur, where individual learning is shared with other individuals and teams within the organisation.\textsuperscript{62} Certain behaviors aid in the development of collective knowledge.

In this research three behaviours were mentioned, the first included the involvement of community members who are already involved in health promotion in their communities. These members are expected to bring and share knowledge, skills and expertise to enable the team to increase performance. The second involves reflective practices that assist in gathering meaning from their experiences and using this knowledge as a guide for future actions. The third pertains to professional development including attendance of workshops to empower team members. Team learning behaviours encapsulate all the actions that aid in the development of collective knowledge.\textsuperscript{63}

The managerial role can be linked to the principal as a team leader who must ensure that strategic planning is done, resources and guidance are provided, teachers are empowered, and monitoring is done. It seems that team leadership represents an important characteristic of effective team performance. The performance strategies used by team members are most likely to emerge from leader planning and coordination activities. This type of leadership can be referred to as functional. In functional leadership, a leader manages, by whatever means, to ensure that all functions critical to both task accomplishment and group maintenance are adequately taken care of.\textsuperscript{64} Teachers look up to the principal for guidance and motivation. In addition, other ways, mentioned in this research, of influencing people include the appreciation of teachers’ efforts and modelling the behaviour. It is therefore the team leader’s role to raise the collective efficacy of the team. Cebeci and Çağanağa indicate that increasing motivation has positive effects on relationships between administrators and employees and this can lead to willingness to work and increased productivity.\textsuperscript{65} Moreover, team effectiveness is grounded in members being motivated to work hard on behalf of the team. Motivation in this research derives partly from the establishment of a climate that compels hard work.

The role of leadership in school health promotion involves systems thinking leadership. This research revealed the importance of the inclusion of different stakeholders in school health promotion for the programme and teachers who are responsible for its implementation. Therefore, the role of a principal as a system thinking leader pertains to their capability to identify systems and be able to mobilise them to the benefit of health initiatives in their schools. Identification of systems involves systems analysis. Systems analysis is the process of learning an organisation to identify its objectives and create systems and procedures that would achieve them effectively.\textsuperscript{66} Systems thinking also involves collaborative leadership as community members are leaders, in their own right, thus, the principal becomes the leader of leaders. School health promotion can be regarded as a systematic process that is essential for engaging the school community’s support to improve the health of learners and the school community. This calls for a form of leadership that supports and nourishes meaningful collaborations. This research primarily depicts systems thinking as a local means for handling a specific critical field within the school which is school health promotion.

Various mental models were revealed in the responses of the participants. Understanding the mental models of principals and teachers is important as they influence how they enact their roles. For instance, a common sense of teamwork and openness to team learning can be used as a platform for “creating and maintaining a learning organisation.”\textsuperscript{67}

One of the mental models pertains to having structures that have the potential to optimise organisational efforts for the creation of a successful school-healthy environment. This way of thinking was linked to the principals’ role of developing and capacitating teams and influencing them as team leaders.

\textsuperscript{61} Dominiguez, Rivilla, and Medina, “Empathetic and Collaborative Climate in the Classroom.”


\textsuperscript{63} Marques Santos and Margarida Passos, “Team Mental Models, Relationship Conflict and Effectiveness over Time.”


Furthermore, the effectiveness of health promotion was grounded in the assumption that leadership resides within the person of the principal. Personal knowledge, skills and attributes were regarded as important in guiding and steering the health committee and the school community towards effective implementation of programmes. This mental model took an organisational orientation rather than a personal orientation of leadership.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The recommendation is based on the belief in this study that the ability of a principal to learn is dependent on three factors. These factors are the school’s organisational culture, leaders’ personal mastery and in particular, the development of an internal culture of learning. This study highlighted the importance of team leadership by the principal in implementing and sustaining school health promotion activities. It becomes vital that a learning culture be created in schools for school health promotion to be effective. This means the principal’s attitude towards learning has to be positive for them to become learning leaders. The recommendation is for embedded learning that does not depend solely on workshops provided by the Departments of Basic Education but also on continuous knowledge acquisition and skills development.

CONCLUSION
The findings of this research suggest implications regarding both the practice of providing leadership in school health promotion and practices in the preparation of principals and teachers for the task of SHP. This research highlighted the important role that the principals play in facilitating ongoing activities within the school environment to develop the school’s capacity to innovate and reform for effective SHP. The theory of learning organisations was instrumental in exposing salient factors that may enable principals to play the said roles including personal mastery, vision, knowledge and thinking skills. There is a need for these factors to be explored further.
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